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Grade 7 Cracks the Case: A Hardware Adventure

Our Grade 7 learners went on an epic hardware adventure. Forget classrooms, this workshop was all about

cracking open the mystery of what makes their computers tick.

The IT guides led the way, peeling back the layers of a

computer like ultimate technical detectives. They first

explored the gadgets they already knew, like the

trusty monitor and keyboard. They then ventured

inside the CPU case, a place usually shrouded in

mystery.

Here, the real adventure began. Students got up close

and personal with all the cool internal components –

the brainy motherboard, the memory-boosting RAM,

and more. It was like witnessing a symphony of parts,

each playing a vital role in the computer’s performance.

But the learning did not stop there. These digital detectives even learned the secret codes that make

computers run faster or slower. Now armed with this hardware knowledge, they can compare different

computers and pick the perfect one for their needs – no more technical confusion for them.

Grade 7 Cracks the Case: A Hardware Adventure - A hands-on computer hardware workshop. 

End-of-Year Pool Extravaganza for K2 - K2 students celebrated the end of the year with a pool party! It was a joyous

send-off before their summer adventures.

K2 - St udent-led Conference Spotlight - K2 students took the lead at conferences, presenting their year's learning to

parents.

Learning Came Alive at Ramagondanahalli’s Celebration of Learning - RGHPS, a school adopted by Inventure

Academy, held a successful Celebration of Learning (COL) on 8 April 2024.

Yeshwanthpur Campus Celebrates a Successful First Academic Year - Inventure Academy Yeshwanthpur

Campus celebrated its first year with class parties! 



A massive shoutout to our amazing IT

team for making this workshop a

smashing hit. Seeing the look of wonder

on the students’ faces as they explored

the world inside their computers, is what

made the ‘hands on’ learning so awesome.

End-of-Year Pool Extravaganza for K2

Just before setting sail for the summer break, our K2 crew embarked on an epic voyage – a pool party. Shrieks

of joy filled the air as our little ones squealed and giggled their way through an afternoon of pure poolside

adventure. It was the perfect way to treasure all the hard work they had accomplished this year and weigh

anchor on the fantastic voyage ahead. 

K2 - Student-Led Conference Spotlight
At our recent Student-Led Conferences, our youngest learners took center stage, leading their parents on an

incredible learning adventure. Imagine a room buzzing with excitement as these tiny teachers proudly

presented facets of their year-long journey. Leave aside the traditional report cards; these conferences were

all about showcasing the amazing latitude of learning that they had been imbued with  over the year. 

But the fun did not stop there.

With the wisdom of seasoned

explorers (and a little help from

their amazing teachers), they

reflected on each experience,

sharing insightful discoveries with

their biggest champions – their

parents.

These conferences were not just

about grades; they were a

heartwarming celebration of how

our K2 learners have blossomed. 



Learning Came Alive at Ramagondanahalli’s Celebration of Learning

This month, Ramagondanahalli Government Higher Primary School (RGHPS) , which was adopted by Inventure

Academy in 2019, buzzed with excitement. They held their first-ever Celebration of Learning (COL) on April

8th, and it was a resounding success.

COL is a chance for children to showcase the amazing concepts that they have learned throughout the year. It

was not just tests and textbooks – it was about bringing their knowledge to life through interactive displays,

games, and presentations.

The younger students (Grades 1-5) became water conservation experts. They explored the pipeline of water

sources, ways to conserve this precious resource, and then went on to calculate how much water each family

uses on a daily basis. Through fun games and quizzes, they shared their knowledge with everyone.

Grades 6 & 7 took us on a fascinating journey through India’s history. They created an entire exhibition using

recycled cardboard boxes – a great lesson in sustainability too. Students proudly presented each era, from

ancient empires to modern times, and then conducted fun quizzes. The most rewarding part was seeing the

smiles on the faces of the parents and the positive learning environment at the school.

Inventure Academy has provided valuable resources and programmes such as English language workshops and

thematic curricula to RGHPS, and is proud to be associated with the progress made by the school.

Yeshwanthpur Campus Celebrates a Successful First Academic Year



To celebrate the end of the first academic year at Inventure Academy Yeshwanthpur Campus, our young

learners celebrated with class parties. Fueled by laughter and friendship, the classrooms hummed with activitiy.

Our learners and teachers gathered to share stories of missions accomplished (amazing lessons learned) and

new discoveries made (awesome friendships formed).They all brought in board games and a supply of delicious  

treats.  With troves of memories and minds brimming with knowledge, our Inventurers at Yeshwanthpur are

now ready for a summer filled with exciting new adventures! 


